Tower wheels
✓ Professional use
Available in three sizes (Ø200, Ø150 and Ø125 mm)
Suitable for the RS4 and RS5
Adjustable in height

Altrex tower wheels: All types and sizes available
Altrex tower wheels come in all types and sizes. For example, we supply wheels with diameters of Ø200, Ø150 and Ø125 mm.
In addition, the tower wheels of the RS4 and RS5 have spindles to adjust them in height, making it easy to place the tower on
uneven undergrounds. Our wheels are extremely suitable for the towers in the RS4 and RS5 series. Furthermore, all wheels in
our product range have a double brake system. Adjust the height of the tower wheels in such a way that the tower is always
spirit-level. Subsequently, activate the double brake for a safely accessible tower.
The wheels of the RS TOWER 5 series can be adjusted up to 25 centimetres. The wheels of the RS TOWER 4 series can be
adjusted up to 18 centimetres. In addition, you can easily brake the wheels of the RS TOWER 5 series and they can be
disconnected by the easy-to-use pedal control.

Adjustable in height
The tower can be adjusted in height by the spindles that are mounted on the wheels: Ideal for
placing your tower on an uneven underground.

Double braked tower wheels
The Altrex range of products also provides adjustable wheels for additional safety. You decide how
to set the tower wheels. Subsequently, activate the double brake and access the tower.

Various sizes
Within our product range, we supply three sizes of wheels: Ø200, Ø150 and Ø125 mm. There is
always a suitable wheel for your tower.

Product specifications
Item number

EAN

Description

series

322011

8711563213647

Wheel Ø 125 mm with brake

RS44, RS54

322013

8711563225534

Wheel ø150 mm with brake

RS44, RS54

324515

8711563207059

Wheelleg with wheel ø125 mm MiTOWER

MiTOWER

324536

8711563230323

Wheels ajustable 2 pcs ø125 RS TOWER 34

RS TOWER 3

324538

8711563241183

Wheels stepless ajustable 2 pcs ø125 RS TOWER 34

RS TOWER 3

326013

8711563204072

Set of 4 wheels Ø 125 mm double braked

RS44, RS54

326015

8711563224896

Set of wheels ø150 mm with brake

RS44, RS54, RS55

511216

8711563217614

Wheelleg with wheel ø200 mm RS TOWER 4

RS TOWER 4

511230

8711563133310

Wheelleg with wheel ø200 mm RS TOWER 5

RS TOWER 5

